Error Noted In Last Tiger
Due to the omission of a word in a headline
in the last issue of The Tiger, a large error occurred
The headline which read, "These 33 Outstanding
Students Have Grade Point Ratio of 3.1." should
have read, "These 33 Outstanding Students Hare
an Average Grade Point Ratio Of 3.1." This headline was above the picture of the newly elected
members to Who's Who.
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Tigers To Play In Bluebonnet December 19
Become Members Of Top Collegiate Honor Society
Phi Kappa Phi Holds Its Initiation;
President Edwards Addresses Group
The Clemson chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi, national honor society,
initiated sixteen candidates for
membership at a dinner Nov. 19.
"Wisdom is the ultimate end of
the scholarship which Clemson
seeks to inculcate in its students," said President Dr. Robert
C. Edwards as he addressed the
new members.
New Members Listed
The new members are Clemson
undergraduates William C. Anderson, Hampton; Robert N. Clark.
Charleston; Albert L. Danielson,
Council Bluffs, Iowa; and Peter
Davis, Columbia.
Also William G. Duke, Greenville; Torrence G. Hanner, Columbia; Larry R. Harmon, Lexington; William L. Joye, Clemson; Donald E. McKinney, Green-

Architects Give
Art Exhibition
In Lee Gallery
The Clemson School of Architecture is presenting a sculpture exhibit by Williard Hirsch
and representative paintings
from the Corcoran Biennial,
1959 in the recently dedicated
Rudolph Lee gallery.
Open to the public through
Dec. 15 the exhibition is cosponsored by the Architectural Foundation and the School
of Architecture.
Williard Hirsch, well-known
Charleston sculptor, has worked
for various architects on the
tSast Coast. His sculptural forms,
Inolded from terra cotta, woods,
.;J-BletBisv range from six in' ches to over five feet in height.
The 26th biennial, held at
the Corcoran Gallery of Art,
Washington, D. C. is designed
to show the recent trends in
contemporary painting
throughout the country.
Predominately abstract, the
traveling exhibition consists of
37 works chosen from 24 states
to circulate to museums and art
institutions around the U. S.
The Rudolph Lee gallery is
open to the public Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. until noon, and from 1 p.m. until 4:30 p.m.

Gives Program

ville; and Jeffreys A. Macfie, Brevard, N. C.
Also John A. Mills, Sumter;
Gene E. Phillips, Gaffney; Elbert
D. Porter, Loris; Robert W.
Priester, Grover, N. C; John G.
Swartzfager,
Columbia;
and
Clemson faculty member, Dr.
John E. Miller, professor of physics.
President
of the
Clemson
Chapter, Dr. Willis A. King,
professor of dairying, presided.
A revision of the by-laws, permitting the consideration of
graduate students for membershop was approved.
Congratulating the new members, Dr. Edwards said, "I know
of no more worthy honor you
might earn which would mean
more to you than this one. Ever
since you came to Clemson you
have heard of the importance of
scholarship.
"Each year, recently,
the
score on the entrance examination required for admittance has
been higher than the year before.
We are constantly-re-evaluating
requirements for continued enrollment and for graduation.
"Scholarship produces a mind
which can select, synthesize and
draw conclusions on the highest
levels," said Dr. Edwards. "This
is the chief end of scholarship,
to produce an educated mind.
"That process is begun in all
of us at birth and continued until death, but only through the rigors of the systematic academic
discipline proved by schools and,
above all, colleges, can a man
hope to achieve the best educated mind possible.
"Scholarship, then is a disciplining and shaping force designed to effect the educated
mind. It cannot alone produce
that understanding heart but
it can joint and educated mind.
The end result is the highest
state man is permitted to
achieve while in this life," Dr.
Edwards concluded.
Phi Kappa Phi, open to students in any department of study, was organized in 1897. There

are now 77 chapters in the United
States. The Clemson chapter was
organized in 1938 and now counts
a total of 810 members.
The organization's main object is to emphasize scholarship
and character in the thought of
college students, to foster the
significant purposes for which institutions of higher learning have
been founded and to stimulate
mental achievement by recognition through election to membership.

Team Receives Its 7th
Bowl Bid In History

Clemson and TCU have much,
By JOE DEMPSEY
the same offensive patterns,
Tiger Co-Sports Editor
The colorful Clemson Tigers with both teams relying upon a
accepted a bid to the new Blue- strong ground game. Clemson
bonnet Bowl at 6:04 on Saturday probably has the better passing
afternoon after they had crush- team of the two. The game
ed the Furman Hurricane 56-3. should prove to be a very inThe scene for the inaugural tense defensive battle between
classic will be beautiful Rice two teams that play good hard
Stadium in Houston, Texas and football.
the Tigers., opponent will be
An interesting batlle in the
Texas Christian University, SWC two backfields should crop up
co-champions. The game will be between the two powerful fullplayed on December 19.
backs Doug Cline of Clemson and
The bid was the Tigers' Spikes of TCU. Both teams count
sixth in the past twelve sea- heavily upon their fullbacks besons and their seventh in his- cause both the Horned Frogs
tory. Their bowl record reads and Tigers center their offenses
3-3 with wins in the Cotton around this position.
Christmas holidays will beBowl over Boston College 6-3,
Texas Christian is coached by
gin noon Dec. 17 according to
in the Gator Bowl over Mis- one of the finest coaches in the
an announcement by the adsouri 24-23 and over Miami country, Abe Martin. Martin has
ministration. The remainder
15-14 in the Orange Jiowl.
already expressed his opinion
Sixteen new members of Phi Kappa Phi are shown above. They are, standing (left to right):
of the school year was not alClemson won their first three, about the game, calling it a
Robert W. Priester, Electrical Engineering, Blacksburg; John G. Swartsfager, Dairying, Columtered.
bia; Donald E. McKinney, Chemical Engineering, Greenville; Elbert D. Porter, Dairying, all by close margins, and then
(Continued on Page 3)
The change was necessitated Loris; Gene E. Phillips, Chemical Engineering, Gaffney; Peter Davis, Mechanical Engineer- dropped three bowl games in a
by the large number of stuing, Columbia; Torrence G. Hanner, Pre-Medicine, Columbia; William G. Duke, Physics, row by narrow margins. They
dents desiring to attend the Greenville; Jeffreys A. Macfie, Chemistry, Brevard, N. C; William L. Joye, Electrical Engi- lost their 1952 Gator Bowl game
Bluebonnet Bowl in Houston neering, Charleston; and Dr. John E. Miller, Clemson faculty member. Seated, left to right, to Miami by a 14-0 score, then
on Dec. 19.
are: Robert N. Clark, Applied Mathematics, North Charleston; WilUam C. Anderson, Arts and lost in '57 to Colorado by a 27Wednesday classes will beSciences, Hampton; Albert L. Danielsen, Industrial Management, Council Bluffs, la.; John A. 21 count and lost last year to
gin on Monday of the abbrevi- Mills, Electrical Engineering, Sumter; and Larry R. Harmon, Electrical Engineering, Lexing- national champion LSU in the
ated week.
ton. (Tiger photo by J. W. Beam.)
Sugar Bowl by a 7-0 margin.
Coach Frank Howard was
highly pleased with the opporTo Make Appearance Here Jan. 11
tunity to play in the new bowl. The 1959-60 Blue Key Directory
The Tiger head man has taken has been released. Copies of the
his team to six bowls since tak- Directory have been distributed to
ing over in 1940, and he was line dormitory students by hall councoach when the Tigers played selors. Day students and all other
in the Cotton Bowl of '40 under interested persons may obtain a
Coach Jess Neely. Coach Howard copy from the dormitory office.
has been to almost every major Erwin Abell, senior Arts and
By BOBBY DYE
sional ballet company to tour and be invited to perform at the re- United States. Included in these bowl either as a player or coach Sciences major from Lowrys, ediTiger News Writer
entertain all of Canada.
nowned Jacob's Pillow, which at- United States cities was WashingHis senior year at Alabama tor of this year's directory, said
The National Ballet of Canada,
This new company would have tracted great crowds to their fam- ton, D. C, where Miss Franca
Howard was a guard on the several new features are found in
a company of 75 with full orches- certain concrete ideals — to strive ed dance festivals.
became the second Canadian ever
Crimson Tide's Rose Bowlteam the book. "Telephone Numbers
tra, will be presented here Mon- for the highest ideals of perforto be presented with the Gold Key and as a coach he has been in Frequently Called," a list of teleIntroduces New Ballet
day, Jan. 11, as the third concert mance and give many talented Performing in a fall attrac- to Washington.
the Cotton, Gator, Orange and phone numbers of girls' schools in
of the series planned for the col- young dancers the opportunity for tion, the Canadian National ExhiThe seasons of 1955-56 and Sugar Bowls. The Bluebonnet the area and a new type for stulege this year. This company has a career in ballet. The company bition, the company introduced a 1956-57 were seasons during
dents
information
are among
experienced many tours since its formed a summer school which new ballet entitled "Midsummer which the National Ballet per- bid gave Coach Howard a chance these new features.
to
appear
in
his
sixth
different
formation.
later worked each year with the Night's Dream." This new ballet formed in Ontario, Quebec, and name bowl. They say variety is
Abell emphasized that the dorThe company was established in young dancers.
was created and directed by the the United States. During this the spice of life, Frank should mitory office has copies for all
1951 by the National Ballet Guild
day students who may obtain
Chooses Director
director of the group, Miss Celia season, return engagements know!
of Canada, whose purpose was Immediately after the proposal Franca.
one there.
were given in New York and
The
players
too
were
happy
to create and maintain a profes- to form the company, an artistic
The following year the compa- a two-week engagement played about the bid because they will
leader was needed. Seeking to en- ny toured Central Canada and at the Carter-Barron Amphi- have an opportunity to play in a
(Continued on Page 3)
gage a competent director, the several of the larger cities in the
major bowl and still have
guild asked Miss Celia Franca
Christmas Holidays. Not many
of London, England, who acceptfans realize how difficult it is
ed the position of artistic directo stay at Clemson during the
History has been made at Clemson and N. C. State tor
of the new company.
holidays and practice hard for a
Colleges during the past month. The two predominately After attending a summer school
bowl game. Most of the players
male institutions have given way to the coed students. of ballet in which the members
showed a fondness for the city
Clemson student delegates,
of Houston while they were playAt N. C. State the first social sorority was formed; at of -the new company received intensive training and holding nu- Regulations concerning sick call dents who are too sick to attend
participating in the South CaroClemson two social sororities were formed and merous rehearsals, the first per- have again been brought to class but not sick enough to be ing Rice out there this season. line Legislature, attended the
Playing in the huge Rice
established.
formance took place in Toronto the attention of the Student Body admitted to the Infirmary.
Stadium will not be new to Clem- annual banquet last night on the
These two Clemson sororities are announced in fol- in 1951. During this first season, by the Office of Student Affairs. Medical excuses will have six son because they have met Rice Carolina campus in Columbia
the company gave about 30 per- The office cautions students that dispositions. They are:
there on many occasions. TCU beginning the three-day assemlowing stories:
formances.
excuses will not be given for class
will not be on strange ground bly.
T-l Tardy for present class.
In the second year of per- cuts prior to a sick call.
Legislators representing 17
Ex-2 Excused from present class either, Rice is a member of
forming, the company made
colleges and universities
their conference.
A student who is unable to get j only,
about 65 performances. After to the hospital before his first
Texas Christian and Clem- throughout the state congregatonly two years of appearances, class of the day should call the Q-3 Quarters - Excused from all
son
have many similarities. ed in the capitol Thursday for
Omicron, one of Clemson's
Tri Chi, a newly organized co- the company was already be- Student Affairs Office. They will classes and formations for that Both teams finished their the purpose of discussing bills of
day.
first social soroities, was formed ed social sorority, met Tuesday ginning to attract a great deal furnish transportation.
regular season play with 8-2 statewide importance before the
L.D.-4 Light Duty - Excused from
during November. Starting with afternoon at the home of Bar- of attention and attendance berecords, both have strong, Senate and House Committees.
Hours
for
sick
call
are
from
attending all out-door classes and
six charter members, the purpose bara Dillard and Nancy Bon- gan to climb steadily.
Jim Creel, president of the
deep backfields and both have
8
a.m.
to
noon
and
from
2
p.m.
of the group is to "foster the nette. The Tri Chi's are making
During the third year, the coastmilitary drills.
Senate, attending the assembly
rugged lines. Most sportswritbest spiritual, intellectual, and plans for several projects, in- to-coast tours which had begun to 5 p.m. The Health Service is E.D.-5 Excused Drill - Excused ers say that depth could
for the second straight year
social environment" for Clem- cluded in them is an informal the year before were continued. open 24 hours a day for emer- from actual marching only.
stated that college students are
mean the difference in the
gencies
or
acutely
ill
students.
son women.
Bluebonnet Bound Dance on In the time that lapsed between
Duty - Student given the disposi- contest. TCU's first unit plays
given the opportunity to express their opinions, pro and
President of the group is Mar- December 11 in the Food and tours, several appearances were Medical excuses will be given tion duty will not receive a medi- about 75 per cent of the time.
made in the United States. Now only for the following reasons: cal excuse.
garet Fowler, education junior Industries Building.
The Horned Frogs have de- con, on current matters
Ten charter members of Tri the extent of the tours began to students who have to cut a class
These dispositions may be com- feated Rice, Texas, Baylor, through debates to the legisfrom Anderson, and secretary is
Judy DeLoach arts and science Chi are: Nancy Bonnette, ar- increase as rapidly as did the for a medical emergency, students bined, as placing a student on Texas A & M, Kansas, Texas lature.
who have to see the doctor and light duty and permitting a tardy Tech, Pittsburgh and SMU.
sophomore from Clemson. Fac- chitecture sophomore of attendance.
Seven bills are scheduled to
In the summer of this third do not have a vacancy
during to his present class.
They have lost only to LSU and be reviewed at tshe Senate and
ulty advisor is Dr. George Bair. Nesses; Barbara Dillard, an
arts and sciences senior from season, the company became the Sick Call hours, students who are Medical excuses are available SWC co-champion Arkansas in House committee meetings this
Omicron has definite plans
Anderson; Lu Dunkelberg, an first Canadian Ballet company to admitted to the Infirmary, stuclose matches.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)
for several service projects
architecture sophomore of
for Clemson and intends to
Clemson; Margaret Holleman,
participate
in
many
an arts and sciences sophoof
the
college
activities.
more of Seneca.
Twelve pledges have been
Also, Rosie Shealy, an arts and
selected and will be enter- sciences junior from Seneca
tained at a drop-in Monday to Emmy Smith, an arts and sci
acquaint them with the pro- ences junior of Pendleton; Gail
posed activities.
Stephens, an arts and sciences
The charter , members are graduate student from Central
Nancy Edwards, arts and science Joyce Stephens, an education
sophomore from Clemson, Re- senior from Central; Nancy
becca Epting, arts and science Thornton, an arts and sciences
sophomore from Clemson, and sophomore from Seneca; and
Joy Workman, an industrial
Margaret Fowler.
management senior of Chatta
Also Hannah Halleman, grad- nooga, Tenn.
uate student majoring in arts
Officers Elected
and science from Seneca, Bar
Officers of the sorority were
bara Witherspoon, chemistry elected at the last meeting. Barsenior from Westminister and bara Dillard was elected presi
Judy DeLoach.
dent; Nancy Bonnette, vicepresident; Rosie Shealy, reeord
ing secretary; Joy Workman,
corresponding secretary; Joyce
Stephens, Treasurer; and Emmy
Smith, reporter.
Elected as pledges are: Marie
Allen, an education freshman of
Students desiring to withdraw Central; Wilma Bonham; an
from college or a single course arts and sciences freshman from
without having grades recorded on Chesnee; Peggy Bowen, a chemthe permanent records must do istry freshman from Wesminisso before noon Dec. 17.
ter; Barbara Bruce, an educaPermanent grades ("WD" or tion freshman of Eustis, Fla.;
"WF") will be recorded for any Bette Bruce, an education sophostudent withdrawing from a more from Eustis, Fla.
Shown in the above pictures are the delegates to the South Carolina Student
Bob Boles, Buddy Putman and Julian Dixon. Standing: Booty Roberts,
course following this date.
Pledges Include
Legislature Session in Columbia this week. In the picture on the left Jim
Charles Corley, Alywn Brown, Lee Floyd, Angus McGregor, Bill Schachte,
Further
information may be
Also, Mary Ellen Dona von, an
Creel, president of the Senate Parliamentarian, and Ronnie Crow, Secretary
Jim Caughman, T. G. Hanner, Frank Eskridge, Rick Ivester and Buck Deasecured from the Student Affairs education freshman of Easley;
of the Senate. In the picture on the right are the rest of the delegates. Seatton. (Tiger photos by Bill Johnston.)
Office or the Registrar's Office.
ed, left to right, are Ken Powell, Tom McTeer„ Jerry Brown, Phil Kennedy,
(Continued on Page 6)

Christmas Holidays
To Begin Dec. 17

Copies Of '59-'60
Blue Key Directory
Are Now Available

Famed National Ballet Of Canada To Present
3rd Concert Of College Series At Field House

Coeds Form Social Sororities

Deans Office Again Reminds
Students Of Sick Call Rules

17 Delegates from
Clemson Attending
Meet In Columbia

Social Sorority, Tri Chi Plans
Omicron, Formed Social Functions

Tuesday before the Thanksgiving holidays began Dr.
Dotson M. Nelson gave a
thanksgiving program for the
students in the college chapel. He is the pastor of the
First Baptist Church in
Greenville. Dr. Nelson has
served as a chaplain in the
army and is on the board of
trustees of Furman University. (Tiger photo by Robert
Gaskins.)

Dec. 15 Election
To Fill Senior
Council Vacancy
A Student Body election will
be held Dec. 15 to elect one
member of Senior Council to
fill the vacancy of Buddy Putman who graduates in January.
Petitions will be accepted until midnight Sunday. The petition should include candidate's
name, credits taken and passed.
GPR, and ten signatures of
Clemson students.
To be eligible, a student must
have a GPR of 2.5 or better and
be classified as a senior.
Petitions should be turned in
to Frank Sutherland, chairman
ef Elections Committee, in room
F-413.
Polls will be open Dec. 15
from 8:30 a.m. until 7 p.m. on
the Loggia.

To Attend South Carolina Student Legislature Session

Students Required
lo Record Grades
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Educators Wage Increase Gives
Rise To Question Of Fund Sources

Man Lives In Primitive Ag e Although He Progresses;
Russia Specializes In Fi eld In Which U.S. Is Lax
In the last issue of The Tiger we dis- ment between peoples of different nacussed one of the most important prob- tions. However, that is not in the immelems facing the United States and the diate future.
World War I according to Woodrow
world today—the nuclear armament race
1
and the complications that have resulted Wilson was the "war to end all wars.'
and may result from this race if it con- Was this also the function of World War
II? What will be the function of World
tinues.
This week we shall continue this dis- War III? Perhaps it will end all wars!
What field does the Soviet Union plan
cussion, with the following topics for
consideration—man is living in a primi- to conquer the world in? Economics!
e age although he possesses more This intangible field. By development.
knowledge than man has ever known, By better living conditions. Feeding the
and the fact that Russia is specializing in starved. Here is where the Soviet Union
fields that the United States is remaining will gain the allegiance of the rest of the
lax in and may conquer the world world — if the United States does not
awaken from its dream world (demothrough these fields.
Man is living in a primitive age! Few cracy will defeat everything).
The starving peoples of today are
believe or accept this fact. Today we
are living in a world that is concentrat- waiting for a nation who will come to
ing on the destruction of the world their aid with the methods and capital
through nuclear weapons. They have to better their nation's living standard.
now developed a weapon that is impos- This is Russia's plan.
When Norman Cousins of the Satursible to even test because of its destructive power. Is this culture and advance- day Review visited Russia this past summer and had the honor of talking with
ment?
The United States government each Premier Khrushchev, Khrushchev ended
year appropriates millions of dollars for a heated discussion on the revolts in
nuclear research—in destruction, not for Hungary and Poland with this statement:
"You come back to Russia in seven
methods by which we may conquer soyears
and ten at the most and I will show
cial problems, health problems, etc. And
we are not the only nation that is carry- you three things: (1) a nation that has
ing on such research—there are two oth- a living standard equal to the United
ers at the present time with many small- States with no slum areas and no relief
er nations ready to start testing within lines; (2) a nation in which everyone has
a car—one that will last and not be
the next few years.
National governments and people in traded each year; and (3) a foreign aid
general fail to recognize that man today program to backward nations that will
possesses a greater knowledge than those make the Marshall Plan seem like somethat lived in the past could ever dream thing out of prehistoric times."
We may laugh at this statement, but
of. Today we possess the knowledge and
tools to conquer the previously so-called Russia has certainly progressed since her
Revolution in 1917. In 1945 after the U.S.
incurable diseases.
Man is on the verge of finding a cure successfully used the first A-Bomb. milifor cancer, tuberculosis, heart failure, and tary leaders predicted that it would be
many other killers. Shouldn't this be the several years before Russia had one;
field in which today's leader's should nevertheless, Russia tested such a bomb
shortly after the famous destruction of
concentrate their knowledge?
Most of us are among the more fortu- Nagasaki
Others said that Russia will never be
nate. Most of us have never lived in
slum areas of large cities. Slowly the able to put up a satellite. What about
government is tearing these sections Sputnik? How many times have we sat
down and building new and better hous- back and said that it was impossible for
ing facilities for their occupants. But as Russia to accomplish within the next two
fast as they destroy one slum area an- or three years?
Many today carry the false belief that
other grows in a different section of
town. Shouldn't some, if not all of the the peoples of the Soviet Union are not
money that is going into nuclear wea- happy and ready to revolt against the
pons development go to large cities for Communist government. But this is not
the building of livable housing facilities the case—rather Mr. Cousins found in
Russia people who would stand behind
for a growing population?
This problem will also increase due their government one hundred per cent;
to our increasing population. We must people who were working producing at a
increase our efforts to correct this social tremendous rate cars, kitchen untensils
problem. Juvenile delinquency has in- and furniture and building roads and
creased tremendously in the last few houses. They were working hard beyears because children have been per- cause the Communist government is
mitted to run the streets for recreation— raising their living standards everyday
finding that the only way they can ex- they work.
They are an industrious people who
pend their energy is through some form
of destruction, either personal or public. work long hours producing what will
Wouldn't our tax money be put to bet- make it possible for Russia to gain conter use if it were given to the areas with trol of the world—food and material for
high rates of juvenile delinquency for a higher living standard.
In conclusion let's review the most
the building of recreational areas. Also,
shouldn't we establish civic groups with important points of the necessity of an
public funds to find the cause of this in- United States sponsored plan for the
crease and study and recommend meas- abolishment of the nuclear armament
race. The possibility of a war by acciures for its control?
One final consideration should be the dent. Contamination of the air by confeelings of a world full of people who tinued nuclear testing which may kill or
knew that the possibility of a war was in injure the children of the world. Russia
the far future instead of the near future. can win the world to her side by such a
We do not claim that a nuclear ban and plan, if it is sponsored by the U. S. S. R.
We need to evolve from our primitive
world peace will defeat another war, but
world into one where we will use the
it would decrease the possibility.
Man will never achieve absolute peace vast storehouse of knowledge that we
because this is an idealistic assumption. possess about today's social and health
As long as one man has something that problems. And finally Russia plans to
another wants, there will be the possi- conquer in the field that we least expect
bility of a war. It would be a great -^economics. Russia expects to and can
achievement of man if he could evolve to conquer the world in this field.
One final question—although we realthe point that we would be able to solve
our problems through arbitration rather ize that no one wants to live under a
than war, which up to this point has only communist type government, will it be
created hardships, sorrow and resent- too late to resist?
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Memories Of A Lost- Holiday Linger Into Classes
Analytical Approach

Students' Mis-used School Spirit
Tends To Embarrass Spectators
By BUCK DEATON"
Evidently some students at
Clemson have not come to the
full realization that they are
not only spectators in the gym
during a basketball game.
The visitors and loyal Clemson followers, especially the
feminine counterpart,
were
placed in a somewhat embarassing situation with
the overabundance of
lewd,
vulgar
remarks
thrown around
by a small
numlter of apparently misinformed Clemson students.
There appears to be. no other
explanation for their "dark"
outbursts save that of releasing tension that has accmulated due to so-called school
spirit.
The deepest condolences are
offered to the student who fosters such a warped concept as
to think that utterances such
as those described are even a
part of school spirit. Junior
Follies come earlier each year
in the form of Clemson student
spectator functions. How about
it, troops? Let us give the paying spectators a chance to enjoy the game. This includes
leaving your "hunting license"
in the dorms also.

it J

Movies Suffer
While we are dwelling on 111
manners and the sort, has anyone had the opportunity to
visit the movies at either the

YMCA or the Clemson Theater? And did you have the
opportunity to sit peacefully
through the entire show without any disturbances?
I doubt it very seriously. Prom
the beginning to the end of the
movie flying popcorn and rolling soda bottles tend to virtually dominate the center of
attention; however, these distractions are reinforced by perfectly timed "cat calls" if the
occasion seems destined for a
lull or dull moment.
Often is the time when in
the process of the movie a
particular scene grows to a
sterling climax and almost
every movie goer"s ear is alert
in order to catch the following
lines.
The leading actor or actress
has just delivered a dramatic
line; there is a pause before
an answer comes from the opposite actor or actress. Then,
the answer is given — by a
STUDENT in the audience,
completly ruining that particular scene.
To you actors in the audience: Go west, young man; go
west, Hollywood needs you?

rush on in darkness?
The lights that are so direly
needed would not only facilitate students in finding their
automobiles during the night
hours, but they would probably
also be instrumental in bringing about a decline of the^s
incurred in the parking areas.
Parking Committee — Let's
shed some light on the subject!
The price of gasoline is much
too high to be freely relinquished to a siphon tube and
can. Of course, I imagine an
occasional stroll through the
parking lots by the night
watchman might help considerably to cut down some of
the crooked activities.
What a football season!
Every student at Clemson can
certainly be proud of the TIGERS this year. It appears as
if Clemson has made her permanent bed as a national football power. Congratulations
are in store for the Bengals
on both having a most successfull season and acquiring a
position on another post-season bowl. Cheer up, TCU. The
worst is yet to come.

Lots Need Lights

Another group on campus is
to be commended also. There
has certainly been a great deal
of improvement in the dining
hall with the food as well as
waiter service. We just hope
the present conditions will
continue: nevertheless, thanks
are forthcoming to you people
in the dining hall for a job well
done during the past week or
so.

Many students are beginning to wonder just when and
if lights are going to be installed in the parking lots on
the campus.
Since the beginning of the
fall semester promises have
been repeatedly issued that the
lights were going up very soon.
Are both semesters going to

Service Improves

Talk Of The Town

What Education Will Be Like In 21st
Century Rests Mainly With Us Today
By JUDY DeLOACH
Consider yourself, Joe College or Connie Coed about fifty
years from now, in the twentyfirst century, coming to college, in particular this one.
You are a young, intelligent
soul who probably has had it
pretty easy.
Clemson has a reasonable ratio
of boys and girlsi Everywhere
there are modern, out-of-thisworld buildings. These buildings are surrounded
by
pavement.
Not grass or
trees, just
pavement.
Let your
imagination
run roit as to
dress and
mannerisms. The youth of the
twenty-first century will probably be sensible and well-educated for the times, but we
might consider them a little
too liberal or erratic.
All students will probably
have little go-carts or the
like to go to and from class.
Walking will be unheard-of.
If food and nourishment becomes condensed into pills, the
dining hall will no longer exist
as students could take a pill
between classes and would have
their supply of food.

Everything will be almost
entirely "gadgetized". The machine will have probably taken
over a good bit, even in the
education business. To say if
this would be good or bad.
beneficial or not, is not our
place. That's for psychologists
and sociologists. We would just
like to present this question—
what will our educational system be like?
To be serious, it has been
said that our future world will
be one of machines to do anything and everything and of
many scientific jobs and opportunities. Our educational
system must meet these needs
when the time comes.
Science will more than likely
rule; all indications obviously
point in that direction. Even if
we personally may not think it
wise, our school will have to
change to meet the demands
of science—of the space age or
whatever it may turn out to be.
More schools, more teachers, a
more informed group of taxpayers to run the schools.
Clemson, if the concept of a
college is the same as it is
now, may be teaching by remote control or some farfetched method. This school
and others wUl probably only
accept the student of the higher intellectual levels; other
students will go to some other

type of school.
Textbooks may still exist,
but there may be more lab
work or practical applicationtype things. Scientific and engineering courses will be abundant and any aptitude or interest in these fields will probably be greatly encouraged.
Assuming the race for the
conquest of space and new
missiles and so forth continues,
the emphasis in education will
more than likely lie there.
What would it be like? What
would the student be studying?
How would you spend your
leisure time? Where would be
the main emphasis of education? What kind of government might we be living under? It's quite intriguing to
think about.
In thinking still further, we
realize that what education will
be rests primarily in our hands.
The type of education, the way
it is handled could make or
break our country in the future.
The world situation is such
that this is almost necessary
for us to find out about such
problems. It is our opinion
that the school will increase
in importance, even more so
than now, so that we must be
able to meet the problem intelligently and understandingiy.

At recent Phi Kappa Phi banquet, President Edwards announced that a change is to be made in
teachers' salaries here at Clemson in the forthcoming
year. By this change, it is assumed that a raise in the
salaries of professors and administrators, an increase definitely needed, is to
be witnessed by the fall semester of 1960.
It is obvious that an increase in the
respective salaries of the faculty can be
accomplished by one of two methods:
(1) an increase in legislative appropriation for salaries here at Clemson, or (2)
an increase in the annual tuition of a
Clemson College student.
Without delving into the actual financial rewards
of teaching here in the state of South Carolina or discussing the relative merits of teaching, the manner of
legislative appropriation is to be discussed first.
From the standpoint of the observations of this
writer, the financial status of educators in this state,
as well as in most other southern states, is in bad
shape. This is probably an understatement. It seems
that the burden of paying teachers' salaries should not
rest upon the students but upon the taxpayers (through
legislative appropriation).
In the past few years, when many states have been
substantially raising the yearly wages of teachers, this
state has been lagging far behind in its appropriations.
The fault lies not only in the laxness of our legislators
but also in the lack of our^tate citizens to spur on these
elected men.
To complement all the other improvements that
have been made on the Clemson campus the Board of
Trustees of Clemson College should exert their maximum influence regarding the salaries of teachers not
only here at Clemson, but also in other state-supported schools in South Carolina.
In doing so, not only Clemson but also the state
and in the long run, the educational standards of South
Carolina will reap the benefits. Or would exerting
their influence in such a manner hurt their political
aspirations too much?
If politics and its rich rewards could be forgotten
for just one instant when the matter of state education
is involved, the education of our young people in high
school and college, South Carolina and all other states
where politics are influential (doesn't that include all
of them?) would find themselves rich in educational
aspects.
An increase in the tuition of college students ii
not the immediate solution to the problem of teach-'
ing salaries, nor is it the best solution in the long run.
Since education facilities and the rewards of education affect everyone in one way or another, it is only
natural that most of the expense of an educational
process be levied on the taxpayers.
The students attending college have enough to
"dish out" in their stay at college; an increase in tuittion to meet a corresponding increase in teachers'
salaries is not just when a readjustment of income
taxes could accomplish the same end.
The announcement by President Edwards that
salaries are to be increased is well received; we only
hope that the legislators take into careful consideration this announcement. In return for their consideration the educational standards of South Carolina will
be raised, without burdening the students by raising
college tuition.

Commends WSBF'S Work
We would like to take this opportunity to extend
our appreciation to the staff of WSBF for the fine programs which have been heard over our radios in the
dormitories this semester. The classical programs have
included some of the finest music along those lines.
The news from the national network has been forwarded first-hand to the students, along with worthwhile college news.
The staff of the student broadcasting system of
Clemson College is also to be commended for their diligence and efforts in providing the variety of entertainment which we can listen to. Recently quite a bit of
work has gone into enlarging the studios of the radio
station for better working conditions, in order to provide the best in entertainment to the students.
Since the inception of WSBF in May, 1958, quite a
bit of improvement has been made: the programs have
become more professional; the quality of announcing
has greatly improved; and, most important of all, the
type of entertainment is varied and should appeal to
all students at one time or another.
The students who work in these studios receive no
monetary reward for their efforts; it is completely
voluntary on their part. It is for this reason, primarily,
that we especially think praise is due them for their
time and effort. We often take things for granted;
the services of fellow students should not be taken as
such.
To the staff of WSBF we say thanks for a job well
done this semester; keep up the good work.

Cheerleaders Need New Uniforms
The cheerleaders going out to Houston for the
Bluebonnet Bowl later this month are trying to obtain
new uniforms for the game, uniforms which they badly
need.
It would be good policy on the part of those concerned to provide our cheerleaders with these new
uniforms. The present ones are quite antiquated and
are literally bursting at the seams.
In order to prevent national embarassment via of
a national television network, we hope that these new
garments will be forthcoming for this all-important
debut of the Clemson Tigers in the Bluebonnet Bow,!
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Head Of EE Department Looks
Favorably To Clemson's Future
Holds M. I. T. Degree
By JEM DAVEY
Tiger Feature Writer
Upon returning to this country,
Dr. James N. Thurston, head of he entered graduate school at
the Electrical Engineering depart- Massachusetts Institute of Techment, looks to the future of Clem- nology. After receiving his doctorson with great optimism. He be- ate from that institution in 1950,
;
the school will steadily Dr. Thurston held positions at the
grow both in size and national University of Florida and Califorrecognition.
nia Tech.
In 1954 Mr. Rhodes, the former
A native of Murphysboro, EL.
Dr. Thurston
attended pub- bead of the EE Department, relic schools in Ohio, and was grad- tired at the age of seventy-two.
uated from Ohio State University Dr. Thurston stated that he and
in 1936. The following several his family were especially happy
years he spent working for Gen- when he accepted the position to
eral Electric, and prospecting succeed Mr. Rhodes because they
i "liked the Southeast better than
for oil in Venezuela.

the West Coast."
Electrical Engineering is
now the largest degree —
granting department at Clemson. One hundred of the six
hundred seventy-two candiddates for graduating in 1966
are EE majors. Approximately 15 per cent of the
students at Clemson are
majoring in Electrical Engineering.
Dr. Thurston believes the Electrical Engineering program at
Clemson to be a good, sound one.
The engineering aspect, as opposed to strict theory, is stressj ed more at Clemson than in many
.other schools.
uisc-uin
i In the past, the majority of
Clemson EE graduates took positions with electric light and pow,er companies. Today, however,
they are aimost equally divided
between electronics and power.
More and more of our graduates
are working in the Southeast, and
BT HERBERT ROWLAND
of the day. plus many standards, Dr. Thurston believes this numbTiger Feature Writer
are presently available in the se- er will increase as new industry
During the several weeks (bat ries. I hope that future months comes to S. C.
Dr. Thurston thinks that one
have elapsed since this column! will see this listing increase, belast appeared, several musically j cause this is an excellent way
area of college activity that
should be improved is that of
er.:er:aining events have come to build a low-cost stereo library
the social life of the students.
to the campus. Let us look brief- j without too much by any one arWhat the answer will eventuly at these performances by! tist or group.
ally be depends to a large exLorin Hollander and Warren;
Currently available is "Small
tent on Clemson's role in S.
Covington, before moving on to j World" by Johnny Mathis, Duke
C. education, as interpreted
recent happenings in the worlds Ellington's "Anatomy of a Murby the State Legislature.
of records.
der," Ray Conniff's "Love Is
Dr. Thurston would also like to
Lorin Hollander's concert was a Many-Splendored Thing" and
one of the most pleasac: eve: the Mormon Tabernacle Choir ; see the name of the school chang
heard on this campus. This* singing "Battle Hymn of the ed, within the boundaries of Mr.
:eer.age virtuoso," as Time re- Republic" with the Philadelphia | Clemson's will, to something
that would more nearly represent
fers to Lorin, captured the at-1 Orchestra.
tentdon of his audience from the These are just a few of the the nature of the school. A more
very first not, and held it until most popular records in the se- general term such as "Clemson
would appeal to
the last.
ries.
More are available, and University"
him
His version of Chopin's Polo- many more are to come.
Need Library Badly
maise ranks with the best I have
Prank Sinatra, always fabuever heard, and other selections lous, has done it again with his He contends that the next greaton the program were exceptional- latest a! -m for Capitol, No One !est need to be fulfilled at Clernly well-played. Those of you who Cares. It is just about as blue json, after the completion of the
missed the concert bypassed a an album as you can buy. Songs (physics building, is a new library.
chance to hear an artist who, in like "I Can't Get Started'" could Thurston commends the library
years to come, is certain to be well start someone on the way ; staff on their accomplishments
included among the world's great- toward suicide if he was feeling with such limited facilities, bu:
j thinks the present building entireest pianists.
depressed to start with.
Warren Covington's Tommy : Actually, this is just the album ly too small to house the volDorsey Orchestra really put on to play when the lights are low umes of books we need.
a show for the Homecoming Dan- and conditions are such that some j Dr. Thurston stated that he
ces. A member of the CDA said softly sung music would improve | thinks that electronics is one field
that all records were broken them. There is nothing fancy in in which we are "holding our own"
for attendance at Saturday this group of songs, just plain against Russia. He also said, "I
night's dance, and this is easy good music in the fashion that don't think that just because Russia does something that we must
to see after the magnificent only Sinatra can produce.
do it, nor do we necessarily have
performance of the night beMore light and bouncy is to do it in the same manner.'
fore.
Conniff Meets Butterfield (CoThe head of the Electrical EnThe sounds of the group were lumbia). This album features,
gineering Department said that
nothing short of fabulous, not to you guessed it, Ray Conniff
he likes the Clemson student body
mention the dance exhibition Cov- and trumpeteer Billy Buttervery much and enjoys working
ington and a female member of field. The typical Conniff beat with them. One of his suggestions
the band staged.
is present in this latest album, for providing the students with a
Hiis appearance makes us! but something new has been more enriching school life is to
really look forward to any rec- added in the Dixieland trumpet encourage them to take full adords the group may release. Cov- j of Butterfield.
vantage of the cultural activities
ington mentioned an album of
When this combination swings on campus, such as the Little
songs made famous by the great] out on numbers like "Time on Theatre plays, or the concert seswing bands that is to be releas- My Hands," it is easy to see why ries.
ed very soon. From the sound of each is terrific on his own, but
the selections from this album nothing short of outstanding tothat he played, it should be well gether. Some say that Butterfield AIA AUXILIARY PRESENTS
worth buying.
is the world's best Dixieland trum- ANNUAL TEA NEXT WEEK
While browsing in a record shop peteer, but listen to this album
The American Institute of
(one of those things we lack at and decide for yourself.
Architects Auxiliary will serve
Clemson I last week, I ran across
He
xt
week,
in
the
final
issue
a new series of records just re-! before
those long-awaited its annual tea for the faculty and
leased by Columbia. This series Christmas Holidays, the new married students on December
is known as the "Stereo Seven," crop of holiday music will be 13, from 4 until 6 o'clock.
and is composed of single rec- discussed. One song that has, as
At their November meeting
ords, selling for 98c each.
of last Saturday, taken its place
last
Monday the lecturer was
These seven inch records, be-1 as a holiday song of the Cleming the same size as the popu- son man. Tiger Rag, won't be Mr. E. A. Wetherill, who spoke
lar "45," play at a speed of 331-3 covered. But if the Tigers con- and showed slides on Western
rpm and really turn out some fine tinue as they have for the past Canada. The A. I. A. Auxiliary
music every bit as good as the two years, soon it will be as much is composed of wives of the ara part of the holidays as "Auld chitectural students and female
expensive albums.
students of architecture.
Some of the better best-sellers Lang Syne".
-
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Music Proves Most Entertaining
Aspect Of Homecoming Weekend

Noted Engineer Visits Architectural
School, Lectures On His Inventions

TIGERS TO

(Continued from Page 1)
real natural. He expressed enthusiasm at receiving the chance
to face such a good bowl team
Visiting lecturer and critic to tetrahedrons.
the Clemson Architectural deFuller organized the Fuller as Clemson.
The Bluebonnet Bowl is not
partment for several weeks prior Research Foundation in 1946 at
to Thankgiving with Buckmin- Baltimore, Md. and was on the the first bowl to be played in
ster Fuller, noted engineer and board of Economic Warfare Houston. In 1954 an Oil Bowl
conceiver of the Geodesic dome. (1*42-44) and was Chief Me- was played in the big city with
Mr. Fuller instructed on the chanical Engineer for the U. S. Georgia Tech as one of the parGeodesic Dome and some of his He was editor and publisher of ticipants. Since 1954 the Oil
other inventions.
Shelter from 1931-32 and in 1938. Bowl has fizzled out, but the
he wrote Nine Chains to the Moon. Bluebonnet should be there to
Attended Naval Academy
In 1917. Fuller married Anne Hew- stay because Houston is a footFuller was born in 1895 in Mil lett and they have two children, ball loving city and bowls are
becoming more popular every
ton, Massachusetts. He attended Alexandra and Allegra
year.
Harvard from 1913-1915 and finSportwriters are predicting a
ished his education at the U. S.
crowd in the neighborhood of
Naval Academy. In 1954 N. C.
from 40,000 to 50,000, but it
State awarded him the Doctor of
(Continued from Page 1)
should be near a sellout with
Design degree.
two such evenly matched teams.
After he finished the naval theater.
The most ambitious season ever The stadium will seat around
academy, he served in the U
S. Navy until 1919 when he retir- undertaken by a Canadian thea- 70,000. and Clemson will receive
ed to join Armour. He founded the trical organization, an eight-month! probably around 10,000 tickets.
Stockade Building System and season touring three countries, ■ The Tigers should have this
from 1927-32 he invented the Dya- presented the group in 24 cities! many fans going to the game.
It misrht be interesting to
of Canada, 51 cities of the Unitmaxioc House and Car.
In 1940, he conceived the De- ed States, and in a three-week note that the Tigers have nevployment Unit and in 1942, his period of performing in Mexico er lost a bowl game by a large
Dyamaxion world map was pub- c.:~-\
score, nor haTe they failed to
lished in Life. After many years The
eighth
annual summer; make the game interesting on
of experimenting, in 1947, Fuller I school conducted by the National I each occasion. This game
introduced the Geodesic dome, a 1 Ballet of Canada ended in August, should be another thriller to
dome shaped structure based on 1958. During its eight years the add to the list of great perforschool has sent forth hundreds of mances turned in by the Benyoung dancers and has made a gals in past classics.
Texas Christian was rated
deep and lasting impression in
seventh in the last AP ratings
this
country
and
abroad.
(Continued from Page 1)
The head office of the Namorning in the state capital.
tional
Ballet of Canada is in Kash, assistant ballet director; LuContinuing two from last year;
the drafts will cover local op- Toronto. The group holds its cille Mcdure, company notator;
tion, blue laws, calling a con- rehearsals in two buildings in and Andre Dufresne, stage direcstitutional convention, raising Toronto. St. Lawrence Hall and tor.
Members of the Administrative
drivers age from 14 to 16, ad- Armstrong Hall. Armstrong Hall
justing tax rates of industries, also serves as wardrobe and Fersonnel include: Carmen B.
Guild, General Manager; Nora
higher teachers salary, and scenery headquarters.
Serving with the artistic direc- Woods, Accountant; John Paterraising voting age from 18 to 21.
tor, Miss Franca, are: Kay Am- son, Publicity Director; Hilda
17 Attend From Here
Nineteen delegates, two sena- brose, artistic adviser; George Sterndale Bennett, assistant to the
tors and 17 representatives, from Crum, musical director; Betty! general manager; and Robert Osthe Clemson student govern- Oiiphant, ballet mistress; Shirley iborne, company Manager.
ment are attending the assembly.
Other schools attending the
assembly are Limestone, Carolina, Presbyterian, Converse,
Winthrop, Anderson, The Citadel, Wofford, Columbia College,
Erskine, Newberry, Spartanburg
Junior College, Furman, Lander,
Coker and Coastal Carolina.
Tomorrow morning the senate
and house will elect their offi- Wm
cers after which the new position
of governor will be filled at a
general assembly.

FAMED

Press Seminar Convenes At U.S.C.
Tomorrow For 3rd Annual Session
The third annual press seminar,
sponsored by the South Carolina
Collegiate Press Association, is to
be held at the University of South
Carolina tomorrow. Approximately 25 staff members of The Tiger
will attend the sessions.
The seminar was first organized
for the purpose of helping member organizations without schools
of journalism. Many outstanding
journalists will conduct meetings.
Included among the list of
speakers are Dr. Douglas Hilton
Carlisle of the University; Lloyd
L. Huntington. correspondent for
the Wall Street Journal and McGraw-Hill publications; Ira L.
Baker, head of the Furman Department of Journalism; and
Dean George A. Buchanan ofg
the School of Journalism of the
University.

Bud Says:
Our clothes are
designed with
you in mind.
You'll have a good
Christmas if you
outfit yourself
at

Serving as president of SCCPA
is Ronnie Hillhouse of Clemson.
and the Tigers were rated tenth.
These ratings prove the game
should be a real thriller.

17 DELEGATES

Never
too strong.

Other officers are: Bob Thompson of Furman, vice-president;
Edwin Spears from U.S.C., treasurer; Austin Peele of Wofford,
recording secretary; Vernell Coker of Anderson College, corresponding secretary; and advisor,
Ira L. Baker of Furman.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

FANTS CAMERA SHOP, INC.
105 E. Whitner St.

Phone CAnol 4-0707

Anderson, South Carolina
20 BILLFOLD PICTURES

for

$1.20

from any picture or negative
"BETWEEN THE BANKS"

Never
too weak.

SENIORS, GRADUATES

just right!

IN ENGINEERING, PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
BS-MS-PHD.

MEET THE MEN FROM

You can light either end!

Get satisfying flavor...so friendly to your taste!
See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, richtasting tobacco travels and gentles the smokemakes it mild—but does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!

AMERICA'S MOST DIVERSIFIED ENGINEERING FIRM

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9TH
RESEARCH
Electronics
Computers
Instrumentation
Communications

•

ENGINEERING

•

MANUFACTURING

Electro-mechanics
Ultrasonics
Automation and Controls
Nucleonics
Solid State Physics
Combustion
Propulsion Controls
Radar

BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
Dlvklom Let*t«d Thr»¥ghMrt tht Unhtd StafM
t»«w#»i Oflko Mwr UA9-, P*W t *i*i

Systems Analysis
Hydraulics
Metallurgy
Structures

The
refreshment
Under Appointment From
Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson-Greenwood

HERE'S WHY SMOKE 'TRAVELED' THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...
and they axe Mild!

1

You get Pall Mall's
famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.
C*.t.c*

2

Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally...

3

Travels it over, under,
around and through
Pall Mall's fine tobaccos
...and makes it mild!
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By BOB BURNS
Tiger Co-Sports Editor

Bowl Going Not New To Tigers
Going to bowls seem to be no new thing for the
powerful Clemson Tigers as this year they will pit their
talents against Texas Christian in the birth of the Bluebonnet. It will be the Bengals seventh appearance in
one of the nations major bowls.
Clemson's bowl record now stands 3-3 due to last
years 7-0 loss to top ranked LSU. But going from the
record it should be the Tigers turn to win again. Clemson won their first three bowl encounters but have
failed to win a bowl battle since their 14-13 victory over
Miami in the 1951 Orange Bowl. But, it should also be
pointed out that the Tigers have never made a poor
showing in any post season encounter.
Visiting Texas will be no new matter to the
Mountain Bengals who added greatly to the success
of a newly introduced Cotton Bowl in 1940 as they
battled off Boston College 6-3 in an extremely exciting game. Only 15,000 attended the game but
interest was greatly aroused and fans returned following years with more friends.
Also, Rice Stadium will pose no new landmark to
the Tigers of Clemson who have visited the arena some
five times, the most recent this year when Clemson
toppled Rice 19-0.
The Bluebonnet, getting its title from the Texas
state flower, and the Liberty bowl are currently the
newest on the nations major bowl list. However, the
Liberty committee seems to have developed somewhat
of a difficulty in getting Penn State an opponent.

Successful Event Expected
The Houston crowd seems to be well on their way
to success and have matched two of the best teams in
the nation. They have an ideal place for a bowl and one
of the nations most respected stadiums. In fact, Rice
Stadium is often called "the most beautiful stadium in
the nation". Its skillfully planned lower section and
double-decker levels on each side add to a seating capacity of nearly 72,000.
Ticket application forms have already been sent
to alumni members and the athletic department has
some 10,000 seats for Clemson fans. The expected
crowd for the game has been predicted between 40
and 50,000 but with the calibre of teams in the event
it would be no surprise to see a capacity viewing.
Information concerning student tickets is included
in this paper.
Clemson will let out on Dec. 17, two days earlier on
account of the invitation. This leaves about two days to
make the 1,050 mile trip which takes about 24 hours in
an automobile.

Basketeers Open Season With Win
George Krajack Named
Captain Of New Squad
By JIM STEPP
Tiger Sports Writer
The Bengal Cagers won their opener Tuesday night
after a hard fought battle against Erskine's Flying Fleet.
The Tigs are looking to better last year's record and
with aid of several promising sophomores, this could
possibly be Clemson's year to shine on the court. .
Senior forward George Kra- and 6-7 sophomore Tommy
jack is one of the returning let- Mahaffey. Most of the guard
termen who is expected to aid duty will he handled by senior
the squad both from the scoring Dutch Shample and freshman
standpoint and also in the re- star Choppy Patterson. Shambounding department. Krajack pie is one of the best defensive
led the team in scoring last sea- men on the squad and Patterson with a 13 point average and son is expected to show some
he has a two-year average of 12.1 great offensive work.
points.
Clarke, Gibbons, Carver, BonThe 6-3 senior from McKees- zulak, and Benson ■ are likely to
port, Pa. was elected captain see a lot of action as is Dave
of the 1959-60 team prior to Wallace, a sophomore from
the opening game with Ers- Spartanburg. Beginning his
kine Tuesday. Krajack start- fourth year with the tigers,
ed all 48 games his junior and Coach Maravich expects to
sophomore years and he has field his most experienced squad,
a 6.6 rebounding average, 71.9 but he says that he still lacks
per cent from the foul line and that 'big man".
43.2 per cent from the field.
The Clemson Five will take
During his first two years on on their first conference opthe varsity, he has only foul- ponent tomorrow night when
ed out four times.
they clash with Duke at DurHolding down the other for- ham. For the next two games,
ward spot is Brother Ed Krajack, the Tig cagers will be on the
a 6-4 junior who will definitely road against Tennessee and
ly follow in the footsteps of his Villanova, Davidson and Florolder brother. As a sophomore ida State will meet the Benlast season, Ed played in 20 gals in the next two games
games with a 40 per cent scoring with both games being played
record. "Little Krajack" played here at Clemson.
in all games as a frosh and was This season the Tiger team will
second in the scoring column.
participate in the All College
Rounding out the other re- Tournament in Oklahomo City,
turning lettermen are forwards Okla., Dec. 28-29-30 with CorDon Carver and Walt Gibbons, nell, Niagara, Bowling Green,
center Earle Maxwell, and guard Utah State, Wichita, Tulsa and
Dutch Shample. All of these are Oklahoma City University. The
seniors with the exception of roundballers will play seven
more home games, all of which
jnior Earle Maxwell.
Maxwell is getting plenty of but one will be a conference
team. The season will finish up
competition for the center slot with the ACC Tournament in
from 6-6 senior Frank Clark Raleigh, N. C. March 3-4-5.
.•••••••••

Senior Guard

SPORT COATS
$19.95 and $29.95
Black Leather Gloves
Button-Down Collar White Shirts

JUDGE KELLER
Clemson, S. C.

Depending on the number
of entries the teams will be
decided and the number of
games then determined. With
with some four teams, each
a round robin tournament
team would be able to play
around six to nine games.
Each team would play about
once a week.
If such a league were organized it would not be necessary for those coeds who wish
to play to make far trips to
play games. Any girls wishing to join a team may turn
in their name or names to
either Lu Dunkleburg, Joyce
Stephens or intramural director Bill Wilhelm. Student's
wives, coeds or college personnel may enter the league.

* * * Flashy Tiger Forward

TICKETS TO BOWL WILL
BE SOLD DURING WEEK
Tickets to the Bluebonnet
Bowl will be sold Monday and
Tuesday on the Loggia. All
students wishing to purchase
tickets may pick them up at
this time. You can purchase
as many as you want.
The price of the tickets will
be $5.50 apiece. Seniors and
Juniors will pick up tickets on
Monday and Sophomores and
Freshmen will pick up theirs
on Tuesday.

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Tiger Tavern
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Open Late After Dances

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.
-fr FOUNTAIN SERVICE
# NEWSSTAND

Clemson Wins Opener
Over Erskine 71 To 63
The Clemson basketball team opened up their '59-'60
season with a 71-63 victory over Erskine in the Clemson
College field house last Tuesday. Captain George Krajack led the Tiger scorers with a total of 18 points.
New faces seen on the courts
seemed to be bringing the needed 3 minutes and 19 seconds left.
punch for the Clemson five. A The Flyers scored 10 straight
standout on a strong Piedmont points, cutting Clemson's lead
High ball club and a well known to 5 points. With only 25 secface to most upper-state fans, onds left, Patterson fouled out,
Choppy Patterson followed Kra- and Erskine came within three
jack close in the scoring column points of Clemson.
with 17 points. Another sopho- The Krajack brothers and Walt
more, Tom Mahaffey scored 11 Gibbons tallied with five quick
points.
points, and gave the Tigers their
Ronnie Maddox led the Fly- 8 point victory.
ing Fleet 19 points. His closest CLEMSON (71). - G. Krajack
contender for scoring honors on
the Erskine team was Bill Oh- 18; Mahaffey 11; Patterson 17;
lendolef with 15. Maddox led the Shample 8; E. Krajack 3; Clarke
Fleet's late drive, along with 1; Maxwell 2; Carver 6; GibGrammer and Games.
bons 5; Benson.
With 6 minutes and 33 sec- Erskine (63) - Maddox 19; Rick
onds remaining in the game, 4; Blanton 8; Ohlendolef 15;
the Tigers took a 22 point Keenan 2; Grammer 4; Jordan
lead. Erskine started closing 2; Hiott 2; Games 4; Mitchell 3;
in on the Clemson five with Cox; Taylor.

CAPTAIN GEORGE KRAJACK

JOIN THE JOHN B. LEE

Cubs Lack Height
But Expect Fast Team
By MIKE COSTAS
Tiger Sports Writer
"Height will not be stressed this
year on the Cub's Round Ball
team, but the squad will have
plenty of speed and be very
shifty," says Coach Bobby Roberts of the new team for this
year.
The Baby Bengals' first taste
of action was last Tuesday night
as a preview to the varsity game.
The clash between the Erskine
Jayvees and the Frosh was a
challenge for both of these two
inexperienced teams.
Out of an eighteen game schedule this year, eleven of them will
be at the Field House giving the
students and individuals in the
present area plenty of chances to
see the Cubs in action. All of
these home games will begin at
6 p.m.; except the games with
Asheville - Biltmore and Spartanburg Junior College, which will
not be before varsity games—the
tip-off time for these two games
will be announced at a later date.
The Baby Bengal five will meet
the Rangers of Piedmont, one of
the top textile teams in the league, in two games. The Jayvees
from Erskine College will travel
back for another meeting around
the middle of the season. These
are the only teams the Cubs will
duel with twice.
Other home games will be
when the Frosh meet the Piedmont Rangers; the Rayonites of
Enka; another of the fine textile teams; the Pitiful Baby
Paladins of Furman, who al-

ways show the Tigers some fine
action; the Biddies of tiie great
University of South Carolina,
who will make it tough on any
team; Georgia's Bullpups will
also be seen on Tiger Court.
One of the junior college teams
the Cubs will meet will be that of
Asheville-Biltmore; the other two
junior college teams to be met on
the home hardwood will be those
of Anderson and Spartanburg.
These games between the textile
league teams, junior college, and
the other college teams will give
the CUbs plenty of experience before the'season is finished
The Baby Bengals will be on the
road when they encounter the
teams of the Piedmont Rangers,
Enka, Spartanburg and AshevilleBiltmore J. C.'s, Furman and
South Carolina — these are the
only seven away games planned
for the Freshmen Five at this
time.
There were nine men on the
(Continued on Page 5)

FOR EXPERT
SHOE REPAIR

RECORD CLUB
Your 12th Record is Always Free
and of your choice plus Free Bonus
Merchandise Monthly!

* 45 -- * LP * Stereo

JOHN B. Lee
'FOR MUSIC"
116 N. MAIN

• ANDERSON, S. C.

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
Candy -- Sodas -- Pennants
Make Our Store Your
Headquarters

see us

Clemson Shoe
Service
College Ave.
Clemson, S..C.

OLD BOOKSLARGEST STOCK FOR A TOWN THIS SIZE ANYWHERE

NOAHS ARK
ABBEVILLE, S. C.

DUTCH SHAMPLE

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH

<& SANDWICHES

Effort To Organize
Girls' Basketball
League Is Made
Due to the efforts of many
of the coeds an attempt has
been made for the organization of a coed intramural basketball league. To make the
project a success there should
be about forty participants
which would constitute some
four leagues.

Ticket Argument Still Exists
Taking a look at the biggest Carolina-Clemson argument at the present, a heated disagreement still exists
over the number of tickets the Tigers will receive when
they invade Carolina on a home and home basis. Clemson wants to split 50-50 but the Gamecocks want to allow
the Tigers only 12,000 claiming that's all that they will
need when they visit Tigertown.
Carolina bases this decision after "observing several other Southern rival teams and their ticket agreements (Georgia vs. Georgia Tech)." It's clearly obvious
that 12,000 tickets would come no where near satisfying
Clemson's followers in the long rivalry.
All Clemson asks for is a "fair deal." The Men
of Calhoun have been playing on Carolina's terms
now for sixty years and it must be noted that the
game has not been on a home and home basis as
such as the Tech-Georgia affair. Is this too much to
ask of the lowly Birds? We think it is not.

Friday, December 4, 1959

Serving Clemson and Clemson
College Students Since
1908

L C MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, S. C.
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Intramural Action In Final Stages

Bowl Bound Bengals
Batter Breeze 56-3

Page 5

Undefeated E-D 4 Takes On Once Beaten
Sour Grapes Monday In Intramural Finals

Leitzsey, another star passer
Undefeated E-D 4 has once Dave Sprouse for E-D 4 and
again emerged as strong favo Hugh Leitzsey for Sour Grapes. has been consistent in fine tosses
rites to repeat as Intramural Several others are included on to able receivers Earl Bogartus.
Football Champions for their honorable mention for both Lanny Ryan, and Jim Rhodes,
second straight season. The teams. The entire all-Intramural all of the Sour Grapes. Heading
highly touted team which has team will be realsed next week the Blue Champs line will be
Nicky Lomax, A. O. Lauing and
yet to lose a game in the past in the Tiger.
Wells, the spark plug of E-D Richard Hoaster.
two years will meet the Sour
Grapes, who they have already 4 who have won 17 straight
The game will be played on
downed once this season, in games in the past two years,
the practice field opposite the*
the finals at 4 p.m. Monday af- has consistently hit Sprouse,
front of ihe field house. StuThe purple Hurricane showed
ternoon.
McTeer, and. Foster on key
dents are welcome to watch
its force in the opening moments just the same as his "boys"
the game which Coach WilE-D 4, the White champs, got passes to lead the team to the
of the game by drawing blood moved the score up to 34-3.
helm believes will be "one of
the final rounds going before the finals. Their forward wall will
with a 30 yard field goal by Shingler crossed the goal for
the most exciting intramural
Thanksgiving holidays as they be anchored by stars Lee GasShelly Sutton. The enraged Tig- another six points and this
games ever played at Clemtopped the Orange Champs 20- kin, Oley Hammond and Larers allowed the Big Breeze to re- time, the extra point failed.
son".
14 in a close battle. The Sour ry Rodgers.
tain the lead for four minutes
A Furman punt was promptly
Grapes, winner in the blue leabefore White engineered a 79 returned to the Hurricane 45.
gue, downed the purple winner,
yard drive for a score.
Usry, in two plays, slipped
CSRA, 20-0 to pit themselves aKey passes to ends Sam An- through the Hurricane obstacles
gainst E-D 4 the following round.
derson and Gary Barnes kept to reach the 3. Furman was offThe latter won 19-6 to hand the December 1- -Erskine Jayvees
Home
the Bengals' momentum intact sides, putting the ball on the
Grapes their first defeat.
until Bill Mathis on the 12th one. From there Usry leaped
December 3- -Enka Rayonites
Away
But
they
did
not
seem
to
play, mauled the final six yards into the air and hurdled the
break up the moral of the December 8—Piedmont Ra'ngers
Away
for Clemson's first touchdown. Furman line for six more points.
Blue Champs as they bounced
White booted the extra point.
The ferocious Furmans blocked
December
11—Spartangurg
J.
C.
.
Away
back the next round to stomp
Clemson's points then be- Armstrong's point attempt.
C-7, 44-6. C-7 had previously December 14—Enka
Home
Coach
Howard
then,
in
order
gan coming in a hurry when
defeated CSRA 20-14.
Don Kemp fumbled on the not to disgrace the Hurricane A defensive halfback for the Sour Grapes knocks down a pass intended for an unidentified
December
15—Asheville-Biltmore
Away
Thus the finals shape up with
kickoff return. Halfback Bon anymore than they deserved, player for C-7. The Sour Grapes won the game. (Tiger Sports photo by Bill Johnson.)
the Sour Grapes against the January 7—Furman Frosh
Home
put
the
third
team
in
or
a
little
Sutton recovered on
the
strong E-D 4 troops. If E-D 4 January 12—Erskine Jayvees
Furman 19. Three plays later practice. These Tigers too seemHome
wins the game Monday they will
Doug "Dragnet" Daigneault ed too powerful for the Hurri_Away
automatically become football January 14—Furman Frosh
cane
though
a
fumble
prevented
of Shingler's Raiders had scorchampions of the 1959 intra- January 16—South Carolina
Home
them
from
scoring.
ed from the nine. Armstrong
mural program. For the Blue January 19—Georgia Frosh
The good Coach then decidHome
kicked the extra point and
League winners to take the title
ed that maybe he shouldn't
the Tigers were leading 14-3
Home
they will be placed in the difficult January 30—Asheville-Biltmore
relax
completely
since
bowl
with 3:45 left in the first periFebruary 6—Anderson J. C
Home
task
of
defeating
E-D
4
two
officials
were
takingnotice
od.
Athletic director Frank Howard open prior to "Big Thursday."
Oct. 29 — Vanderbilt at Nash- straight games because of one February 8—Piedmont Rangers
Home
Punt exchanges early in the and expecting and afternoon announced this week Clemson s Clemson is 1-4-0 with the Blue ville, Term.
loss already against them in the
February 16—Spartanburg J. C. .
second period worked the fierce romp. Shingler brought his 1960 football schedule which in- Devils and 1-2-0 with VanderHome
Nov. 5 — North Carolina at double elimination affair.
man-eaters into a good field Raiders back out. "Dragnet" cludes six Atlantic Coast Confer- bilt's Cpmmodores.
February 17—Piedmont
Clemson.
Away
Both
teams
hold
all-Intrastepped lively for 57 yards on
position when "Pogo" returned
The Clemson-South Carolina
Nov. 12 — South Carolina at mural choices in Jim Wells and February 24 —South Carolina
ence games and five games in
Away
11 yards to the Hurricane 34. the punt return to the Fur- Clemson's Death Valley.
game, the first upstate contest Clemson.
Eight plays later the "White" man 15. Scrudato scooted from
Nov. 19 — Boston. College at
Replacements for Georgia Tech, between these two teams, is exteam had gently moved for an- the three for six; then ran Rice, and N. C. State, include Vir- pected to break all attendance for Boston, Mass.
other score. Mathis eased over across for two more points.
Nov. 26 — Furman at Clemson.
ginia Tech, Vanderbilt, and Bos- a football game in South Carofrom the two with Armstrong
With 4:50 left in the game, ton College.
Football schedule for 1960 has
lina. The Tigers hold a decided
again kicking the point.
White and his Bengals Lancers
edge on the Gamecocks, 33-21-3. five games to be played home.
The
scheduled
game
between
Charlie Gay intercepted a re-entered the game to further
Before Clemson's 44th meeting
Shingler pass at the Hurricane wreak the Tigers' vengeance. the University of South Carolina with Furman, Clemson will play
ACROSS
DOWN
on
Nov.
12,
will
be
one
of
the
17 with only 40 seconds remain- The Lancers took over at their
1. Struggles of
1. Subjects of
the
Boston
Eagles
in
Boston.
some scope
snap courses?
ing in the half. It appeared that 45 and after an aerial show by feature home attractions. This Clemson has a 7-3-1 record with
(Continued from Page 4)
2. River in
6. Mountain
the higher educationists would White, found themselves once game will be the first home Boston.
season,
but
one
highly
regarded
Venezuela
climbers dig
on ice
3. Kool's mascot
reserve some prestige by refusing again in familiar territory. This game in 57 previous occasions.
freshman squad at the start of the 13. this,
The schedule:
Other
home
games
are
Virginia
It holds a
4. Compass point
to give up, any more points in time they were on the Furman
Sept. 24 — Wake Forest at Win- all-state guard prospect from Illi
square that's
5. Kin of a
Tech, University of Virginia,
called a ring
the first half.
two.
cummerbund
ston-Salem,
N.
C.
nois
quit
the
team
leaving
only
University of North Carolina,
14.
Sad
about
the
6. Mad fad
A bruising halfback came
White attempted two aeriOct. 1 — Virginia Tech at Clem- eight men to finish the season on
code?
and Furman University.
7. What sinners do
Pavilacking by however, to als, but both failed. Shingler
the hardwood.
15. Not the opposite
The Tigers will open their son.
8. Little electrical
of youra
snare a pass at the Hurricane entered, with order from headOct.
8
—
Virginia
at
Clemson.
units
The
tallest
man
on
the
♦earn
schedule on the road with Wake
16. Seems
26 to prance across the goal quarters. Cline bulled his way
9. Little Morris
Oct.
15
—
Maryland
at
College
is 6-4, Larry Seitz. of NorrisonForest and then return home for
17. How to start
10. Prague to the
line untouched with 8 seconds across for six and again for
English Lit.
ville, Illinois,, who will probably
Czechs
two straight games with the two Park, Md.
remaining.
Armstrong
again two with 38 seconds remaining.
18. Initiatesina fog? 11. Character in
Oct. 22 — Duke at Durham, be the starting center for the
Virginia teams and then they arc
20.
One
way
to
get
Hamlet
curled .the toe just right.
The final score was a sizzling back on the road for games with N. C.
team. The all-state Carl Ward,
to first base
12. They're for the
Coach Howard, while not
56-3 rout by the Bengals. The Maryland, Duke, and Vanderbilt
21. Rake from
birds
6-2, of South :Charlt*i^n, West
Rouen
receiving the much-publicized
Hurricane had been reduced Another road game is played with
19. Bolger was once
Virginia; and Charles Narvin at
23. Favorite subject
in love with her
cot to relax on as promised by
to a slight breeze by depth, Boston College between home
of coeds
six feet even from Pittsburg,
22. What the iead
the students of that sister inpower, and an Insatiable ap- games with South Carolina and
24.
They
sound
guys on this
Penn.,
will be the starting
like last year's
paper do
stitution, relaxed comfortable
petite for bowls.
Furman.
ENOUGH TO
dresses
guards for the team.
Ronnie
24. What good
25. With vitriol
lookers do
The abolition of the "Big Thurs
Undereiner at 6-2 and Mike BoKRACK THIS?*
27. What 34 Across 26. Naval ship
day" game during Fair Week will
honak standing at 6-3 will finis usually for
28. Rita's ex
The Clemson Cubs opened ish out the starting five for the
cause a week's delay in the open29. When it's super,
31. Kool's kind of
it's real fast
ing of the season and therefore, their season with a decisive Tiger freshman round bailers.
magic
30. Truman's
there will be 10 straight week victory over the Erskine Jun32. It'sjustbetween
birthplace, not
Some of the others expected to
France and
quite Hedy
ends of football without a "lost ior Varsity 79-69 at the Clemson see action for the Cubs will be
Spain
34.
See
27
Across
Saturday".
College field house Tuesday Truman McCarter of Greenville,
33. What a hot spot
36. Marine (slang)
does under new
The intramural tennis tourna- shore was very pleased with the
More improvements are plan- night. The Baby Bengals led Willie Stephenson of Rock Hill,
37
polloi
management
ment ended last Monday on the participation in the tournament, ed for Memorial Stadium with throughout the whole game, with
39. Combining
85. Where you feel
and from Orlando, Florida, John
form for within
Kool's
varsity tennis courts, with George and hopes that in the near future details of an addition to the Carl Ward taking scoring honJones.
40. How Kools
smoothness
Christopher defeating James in he will be able to develop a strong stadium in the west end zone ors with 24 points.
always taste
86.
Army lads
These are the Baby Tigers for
42. If you blow it,
the finals. Only one major upset team to represent the Tigers in are expected to be announced in
Larry Seitz and Ron Underei38. Eggs a" la
the
coming
years,
so
let's
get
out
you're mad!
Bardot
the near future which will push ner followed Ward closely, scormarred the tourney, but due to the ACC.
43. 3 letters to a
40. Ready, aim;
the capacity to 45,000, and 40- ing 18 and 19 points respectively at the start and show them that
loan wolf
weather conditions during the
Longshore expects to get sevI
44. Yellow pigment
000 are permanent sideline seats for the Tigers. Bill Carr led the they have the backing of the entournament many people had to eral prospects out of the tour41. Certain
46.
British
fly-boys
tire
student
body
of
Clemson
becigarettes
—more than any in the confer- Erskine scorers with 28 points.
nament for the varsity tennis
default.
47. Rose's side-kick
(slang)
ence. It will be within reason Carr also took high scoring hon- hind them.
48. French ands
James sprang the big upset, squad. He seems to think the
45. Sigma's last
to
accommodate
around
53,000,
name
ors for both teams. Following
49.
Marner
defeating the number one rated frosh team will be strong this
with the east bank of the stad- Carr in the scoring column for
player of the contest, Frank Hoi- year, as most of the particiium available for general ad- the Erskine J. V.'s was Doug
pants in the tourney were
mission tickets.
Emory with 18 points.
freshman.
New outlets and more parking
The Cubs travel to meet a
areas, which are scheduled for strong Enka five of the Southern
completion before the '§0 season, Textile league Thursday night.
are being provided to facilitate
Clemson scoring was as folLocated on the Seneca
easier handling of large crowds. lows:
V
MILD MENTHOL
Entries for teams in the
Clemson meets Wake Forest Bohonak
Road
5
KING-SIZE
intramural basketball tourna- holding an 17-8-0 advantage and
..
24
ment must be turned in by nine consecutive wins. The Clem- Ward
SELF-SERVICE
.
18
noon Saturday to intramural son Tigers meet the Gobblers of Leitz
COIN-OPERATED
.
.
19
director Bill Wilhelm or in Virginia for the first time since Undereiner
O 1959, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
% -■•■:
--!v_.
*
.: .
.
4
his office located on the sec- 1956 when they won and continued Joves
MACHINES
Narvin
9
ond floor of the field house.
on to the Orange Bowl. Clemson
The tournament will be a holds the edge 5-0-0.
round robin affair and divided
Clemson upset by Maryland
into different leagues accordjust over two weeks ago, will
ing to the number of entries.
play the Turtles in the fourth
Not over 15 people should be
game while holding the short
turned in on one team and
end of the series, 2-5-1. Duke,
only three lettermen in any
now a regular on Clemson's
varsity sport, may be on one
schedule, is being played on the
team.
Saturday that used to be left

By W. C. ANDERSON
Tiger Sportswriter
The marauding Bengals almost annihilated our
friends at that institute of higher learning in Greenville
last Saturday. The bowl-hungry Clemson Tiger devoured the Furman Purple Hurricane 56-3 to add another bowl to the growing list that the Clemsonites
have attended.

Frosh Basketball Schedule

Football Schedule For 1960 Has
Five Games To Be Played Home

KC3DL

KROSSWORD

No. 9

CUBS

Christopher Defeats James To Clinch
Intramural Tennis Crown With Ease

Bengal Cubs Win
Season Opener In
Tilt With Fleet

When your throat tells )
you His time -for a change^
you need
a real change...

HUNTER'S

Fine Serve

Quick Service

Basketball Entries
Due Noon Saturday

YOU NEED THE

LAUNDRY
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GEORGE CHRISTOPHER
royd, Holroyd took the first set
7-5, but lost the next two 6-4 and
6-1. The other semi-final match
saw Christopher defeat Dr. Gilbert Miller, 6-2 and 6-1.
George is a freshman from
Greenwood,
South
Carolina,
where he played on their tennis squad. He should prove to
be strong on the freshman tennis team this year. James was
a player on last year's freshman team. Christopher defeated him 6-0, 6-0.
Thirty-seven people entered the
tourney, which seemed to turn out
a success. Coach Leslie Long-
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HEARTS...fashioned in Brilliant Austrian
crystals...set in 14 Karat white gold-overlay
mountings. See our fine selection of distinctive Krementz Jewelry.

CLEMSON JEWELERS
"The Country Gentlefjhp's Jeweler"
CLEMSON, S. C.

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of
many talents. He is, first of all, a master of
the air—and no finer exists. In addition, he
has a firm background in engineering, electronics, astro-navigation and allied fields.
Then, too, he roast show outstanding qualities of initiative, leadership and self-reliance.
He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for

an important career in the new Age of Space.
As a college graduate, you will be given
priority consideration for the Air Force
Aviation Cadet Program. While openings are
limited, you wil be tested and advised immediately of qualification statas. Find out if you
measure up. Paste the attached coupon on a
post eard and mail it now.

U. S. AiR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROS RAM

MA4L THIS COUT»ON TOD4V

STir^ n^£g^ffi£«- -.- **•*» Cadet in ».
resident <rf fee 9. T£ tJm^t^S^'f^ £ 19 and *** ■"» »
teaming.
Possessor I am Krtercsfced in □ Pilot Q Navigator
MlXtttM
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Letters To Tom

Friday, December 4, 1959

Concert Band Holds First Rehearsal Of Season

Tigerama Director Extends Thanks
To All Who Made Event Successful
Dear Tom:
To some people Friday the 13th
is a day of which to be wary. However, to many of us November,
Friday the 13th, 1959, was a fine
day, for it was on this day that
Tigerama was presented. No one
person or group of individuals was
responsible for its production.
Instead, it was through the efforts of many students and a number of campus organizations that
Tigerama was made successful. It
is my opinion that Tigerama progressed a step further in attaining
its goal — that of entertaining
Clemson students, alumni
and

friends on the eve of the Home
coming football game.
But exactly why was Tigerama relatively
successful?
There can be only one answer,
and it is work and cooperation
—work and cooperation between
students, organizations, administration, alumni association,
and everyone concerned with
the production of Tigerama, all
realizing the potential and effect
of an extravaganza of this sort,
and that it is a reflection on
Clemson College as a whole.
With these points in mind, and
on behalf of Blue Key, I would
like to say a belated, but sincere

Interview Schedule
Dec. 7 to Dec. 11
MONDAY
E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Company—all divisions:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, electrical engi
neering, industrial engineering, mechanical engi
neering, textiles.
Reynolds Metals Company:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, electrical engi
neering, industrial engineering, mechanical engi
neering.
Timken Roller Bearing Company:
Industrial engineering, mechanical engineering.
TUESDAY
E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Company—all divisions:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, electrical engi
neering, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering.
Reynolds Metals Company:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, electrical engi
neering, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering.
Worthington Corporation:
Chemical, civil, electrical, industrial and mechanical engineering.
Huyck Felt Company:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, forestry, mechanical engineering, textiles.
WEDNESDAY
Bendix, Aviation Corporation — Radio and
other divisions:
Electrical engineering, mechanical engineering.
Duke Power Company:
Civil engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering.
Dixiana—Oak River Mills:
Industrial engineering, industrial management, textile management, textile science.
THURSDAY
Allis Chalmers Manufacturing Company:
Agricultural engineering, chemical engineering,
civil engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering.
Duke Power Company:
Civil engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering.
Dixiana—Oak River Mills:
Industrial engineering, industrial management, textile management, textile science.
FRIDAY
International Business Machines Corporation—
Typewriter:
Arts and sciences, chemistry, engineering, industrial management, mathematics, physics, textile management.
Celanese Fibers Company:
Chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, industrial management, textile management.
Riegel Textile Corporation:
Arts and sciences, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering, textile chemistry, textile management.

Hospital Conducts
Theatre
Blood Typing Here Clemson
College Avenue

Blood typing for Clemson students who have not previously
had their blood typed this year
. wai be held Dec. 7, 8 and 9. The
typing will again be done by Anderson Memorial Hospital. This
time the finger puncture method
will be used.
All students who have had
their blood typed (excluding
those who had it done here in
October) are urged to go by the
Visitors Lounge and register.
Record of blood types of Clemson students are necessary to
efficiently carry out the program of Anderson hospital
whereby blood given to a Clemson student, faculty member,
employee or member of the
Clemson community is replaced.

STUDENTS FROM CHERAW
FORM NEW REGIONAL CLUB
The students at Clemson from
Cheraw have organized a new
club to be called the Chauauqua.
Meetings will be held on the first
and third Tuesdays of each month
of 7:00 p.m. in meeting room No.
7.
Officers are president, Rufus
Kimrey, a forestry major; vicepresident, Van Cribb, an agriculture engineering major; secretary-treasurer, Ben Knight, agriculture major; and reporter, Margaret Hoover, an architecture major.

Phone OL 4-2011
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
and Monday

"Pillow Talk"
with
DORIS DAY
Late Show Friday Night,
10:30 P. M.

"Tread Softly
Stranger"
Tuesday and Wednesday

"Five Gates To
Hell"
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday
//

They Came To
Corduva"

The third in a series of concerts presented by the
YMCA Cabinet will be held next Monday evening at the
Y. The concert will begin at 8 p.m., featuring two artists
from the Furman University music faculty, James Barber, violinist, and Thomas Redcay, pianist.
Mr. Barber, assistant profes-

"thank you" to everyone who
helped in any way with Tigerama.
Sincerely,
Bob Boles, Director, Tigerama

Fred Mohrmann
Named Editor
Of News Bureau

Future Farmers
Add 26 Members
The Clemson College Chapter
of Future Farmers of America
held its regular meeting Nov. 5.
The meeting was called to order by President Hugh McClimon. President McClimon welcomed the members and the initiates.
Bob Sarratt and Charles Sparks
gave a report on the National
FFA Convention. After the convention report, President
McClimon gave each member a committee assignment which entailed specific responsibilities for
the remainder of the school year.
The club officers
carried
out the official initiation ceremonies. The following were initiated:
Tony Richard Athinson, j. A.
Boling, John R. Clement, Larry
Edwards. Phil Fanner, Benjamin
M. Hayes, Larry D. Hayes, T.
L. Hicks, W. D. Hicks, C. H.
Johnson, George C. Jolly, G. P.
Jones.
Also Jerry Martin, William T.
McElveen, Oliver R. Page, Oman
E. Page. Ernest Richardson, David B. Rhoad, R. E. Robertson,
R. R. Sarrett, B. K. Smith, J; E.
Smith. C. D. Sparks, Hubert Waldrop, Eric Wilson, and J. D.
Woodle.
Professor Kirkley presented a
film on careers in
agriculture, and the recreation committee served
refreshments. The
next club meeting will be on Dec.
3 at which time a parliamentary
procedure demonstration will be
presented.

TRI CHI
(Continued from Page 1)
Martha Embler, an arts and
sciences freshman of Townville;
Joan Goebel, an arts and sciences freshman from Clemson;
Margaret Hoover, an architecture freshman of Cheraw; Robin
Maddox, an arts and sciences
freshman from Anderson; and
Joan Miller, an education freshman of Walhalla.
Also, Judy Sullivan, an education freshman from Easley
and Anita Thurston, an arts
and sciences freshman of Clemson.

R. E. Lovett is shown directing the Clemson C Dncert Band during its first rehearsal of the
season. Later next semester the band will take a week's tour around the state. The members
will vote on the time for this tour and the stops that will be made for concerts. (Tiger photo
by Robert Gaskins.)

Special Examination Offered
For English 101 Exemptees

ASME SCHEDULES MEETING
FOR 7 O'CLOCK TUESDAY

'The House of the
Seven Hawks"

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

sor of music at Furman, holds
a graduate degree from Eastman School of Music, was formerly Concert-master of the
Eastman Philharmonic Orchestra, and served four years with
the United States Marine Band.
Mr. Redcay, also a graduate
of Eastman, was a London Fullbright scholar and served as
pianist for the Marine Band. He
is now director of the newlyformed Furman Concert Choir.
An informal reception will be
held at the Y following the concert.

t

The appointments of Fred Mohrmann as editor of the Clemson
College news bureau, Basil
Stevenson as college editor and
George Moore class and area club
secretary of the Clemson Alumni
Association have been announced
by Joe Sherman, director of public and alumni relations.
Mr. Mohrmann, a graduate Clemson Alumni Loyalty Fund as
of the New York State College an annual aid to Clemson's edfor Teachers, replaces Ray ucational programs.
Davis, who resigned from the
news bureau position to become
director of admissions at
Ricker College in Maine.
Mr. Stevenson, a 1956 University of Georgia journalism graduate from Anderson, replaces college editor Robert Johnson, who
resigned to enter business; and
Mi-. Moore, a 1958 Clemson graduate from Seneca, was formerly
(Including
associated with Radio Station
staples!
WSNW in Seneca.

a Swingline

Stapler no

ASME will hold its next meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room
300 of Riggs Hall. Mr. L. O. Nitte
A special validating examina- a student who wishes to take
tion in English 101 will be held credit for English 101 by ex- of the I.B.M. Corporation will
in Room 118 of the Chemistry amination must do so prior to speak on "The Use of Computers
in Solving Problems of an EngiBuilding on Saturday afternoon, enrolling in English 102.
Any question about the ex- neering Nature."
Dec. 12, from 2:00 to 5:00.
This examination is held for amination should be addressed R. T. Lackey of the organiza^
students who have been exempt- to Professor H. M. Cox of the tion urges all members and inter
ed from English 101 by reason English Department in Room 27 ested persons to attend the meet- Mohrmann joined the Clemson
ing.
staff from Sidney, N. Y., where
of a high score on entrance ex- of the Main Building.
he was correspondent for the Bingaminations and who wish to rehamton (N. Y.) Sun and Press
ceive credit for the course by exand an offset pressman for the
amination.
Bendix Aviation Corporation. SWINGLINE "TOT"
MAC
McCORD
erated and behold — there is good Stevenson has been associated Millions now in use. UncondiThe examination will be partAssociate Student Chaplain
will everywhere!
ly objective and partly composiwith the Retailers Commercial tionally guaranteed. Makes book
tion. It will cover grammar, This may seem to be a little A person must realize this Agency of New York City and the covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Availspelling, punctuation, sentence early to write anything about "Christmas spirit" but it need not Dietrich Advertising Agency in able at yoor college bookstore.
structure, usage, diction, para- Christmas, but I'm doing so since only work at Christmas, but Charlotte.
this is my last article this year. should work throughout the year.
graphing and organization.
SWINGUNE
Moore, whose appointment re- "Cub"
As we record this year of 1959 as
Stapler $1.29
Students who are taking the history with the Bluebonnet Bowl Even the divorce courts take a presents an expansion of Alumni
holiday
this
Christmas
week.
It
examination must bring their and the Christmas season remainAssociation programs and serown materials, including pen- ing, let's use this remaining time works at Christmas, why not the vices, will organize and conduct a
whole
year?
INC.
cil, pen, paper, ink, notebook to get rid of our undesirable
class and area program designed
paper and a dictionary.
thoughts, words, and actions and This spirit will last every day to enhance the significance of the LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YOBK, N. Y.
in the year if it is put into operaThe English Department wish- resolve to do the best we can in tion each day as it is at Christes to call special attention to 1960.
mastime. The Christmas spirit
the fact that this will be the Throughout the year people have seems to wither away as the everbeen
fighting
.among
themselves,
last such validating examination
greens that are used to decorate
to be given to the students of forces called for retaliations, our livingroom. The lights from
threats
were
answered
by
threats.
advanced standing. Hereafter
It can be said hate breeds hate, the tree are turned off and stored
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
and evil breeds evil, but at Christ- until this event comes around next
Loves of Dobie Gittis", etc.)
mastime the exact opposite spirit year. The Christmas tree is burnprevails — the spirit of the Christ. ed, the guns are strapped back
(Continued from Page 1)
Good will and generosity be- on, and threats and accusations
in the Student Affairs Office by come our mood, and the law still start again.
AMERICAN LITERATURE:
2:30 pjn. the day following a vis- works. Friendliness is sent out The feeling of good will seems
ITS CAUSE AND CURE
it to the Infirmary. A legend ex- and friendliness comes back. Peo- to last only a few weeks, but this
plaining the dispositions appears ple forgive and find themselves feeling works at Christmas, why
on each excuse.
forgiven. A little good will is gen- not the whole year?
Today, as a service to students of American literature, this
column presents digests of two classic American novels:

bigger than a
pack of gum!
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Words To The Wise
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DEAN'S

IBM WILL INTERVIEW
DEC. 11

THE SCARLET LETTER
by Nathaniel "Swifty" Hawthorne
This is a heart-rending story of a humble New England lass
named Hester Prynne who is so poor that she does not have
what to eat nor a roof to cover her head. But she is a brave,
brawny girl and she never complains, and by and by her
patience is rewarded: in the summer of 1859 she wins a football
scholarship to Alabama.
Hard-working Hester soon wins her letter and everyone says
she is a shoo-in for All-Conference honors, but along comes the
War Between the States and football, alas, is dropped for the
duration.

IBM invites candidates for Bachelor's or Master's Degrees to discuss
opportunities in Applied Science, Marketing, Product Development and
Research

positions throughout the United States.

Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vt; San Jose,
Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; and Rochester, Minn. Corporate headquarters is
located in New York, with 192 branch offices in cities throughout the
United States. The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you
the type of career of particular interest to you. IBM offers:
• Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.
• New applications for data processing and advances in computer
technology.
• Favorable climate for continued career growth.
• Opportunities for a wide range of academic backgrounds
and talents.

Contact your College Placement Officer to arrange an appointment for
a personal interview with the IBM representative.
If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:
Mr. L. H. Guthrie, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. 868
P. O. Box 2364
Greenville, S. C.
Cedar 9-1391

IBM

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

Sunday and Monday

YMCA Cabinet To Present Concert
Featuring Furman Faculty Members

Poor Hester goes back to New England. It is a bitter cold
winter and poor Hester, alas, does not have any warm clothing
except for her football sweater from Alabama, but that, alas,
has a big scarlet "A" on the front of it and she can hardly wear
such a thing in New England where Union sentiment runs so
high.
Poor Hester, alas, freezes to death.
LITTLE WOMEN
by Louisa May "Bubbles" Alcott
The Marches are a very happy family—and for no discernible
reason. They are poor as snakes; they work from cockcrow to
evensong; their dear old father Philip is away with the Union
armies; and they can't do a thing with their hair.
Still, nothing can dampen the spirits of madcap Meg, jocular
Jo, buoyant Beth, animated Amy, and crazy old Marmee, as
the merry March girls laughingly call their lovable mother.
Well sir, one Christmas the March girls get an invitation to a
ball. They are dying to go because they never have any fun at
all except maybe a few chuckles during the hog-rendering
season. But Beth reminds her sisters that they can hardly go
traipsing off to a ball and leave poor Marmee all alone at
Christmas time. The sisters swear a lot. but they finally agree
with Beth.
Marmee, however, will not hear of it. "Land s sakes, little
women!" she cries. "You must go to the ball and have some
fun. There will be fruit punch and Toll House cookies and
Early American sandwiches. Best of all, there will be morris
dancing. Oh, how your father and I used to love that!"
"I never knew father could dance," cries Meg.
"Oh yeah?" cries Marmee. "You should have seen Philip
morris."
"Was Philip a good morriser?" cries Jo.
"The best!" cries Marmee. "Philip could morris in soft pack
or flip-top box and was full of fine, fresh, natural mildness!"
The girls are cheered to hear this and go to the balL Marmee
stays home alone, but soon gets a wonderful surprise: Philip
eomes back from the war!
When the girls return from the ball, they find Marmee and
Philip morrising, and they cry "Huzzah!" and throw their poke
bonnets in the air, where they are to this day.
And speaking of literature, in our book the best selection of
cigarettes on the market today comes from Philip Morris
Inc.—Marlboro niters; new Alpines, high filtration and light
menthol—and, of course, mild, unRltered Philip Morris.
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